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Outline

• speech-to-text and text-to-speech without the text
• speech2chat: generating text messages in an unwritten language
• inferring the phones and lexical tones
• image2speech: generating spoken descriptions of images



How many languages are there on Earth?

• Ethnologue: 7097 languages
• Criterion: two different dialects 

whose native speakers are usually 
each unable to understand the 
other

• Graduate student in computer 
vision (2011): about 400
• Criterion: there are 206 countries.  

Of those, about half are 
multilingual, with primary 
education in 2-20 languages each, 
with a mode of 3 languages.



How many languages are unwritten?

No writing system at all: 
perhaps 3188 languages



How many languages are unwritten?

Writing system exists but is 
not commonly used: 
7097-400=6697 

(Off-topic:
under exactly what 
circumstances should kids 
attend school in their native 
language vs. the majority 
language? United Nations: 
first 6 years of school.)



Example: Mboshi
● Mboshi is spoken in Congo-Brazzaville – 110k native speakers

● BULB Project Mboshi Corpus built from translated reference sentences and 

from a Mboshi dictionary

■ G. Adda & al. “Breaking the unwritten language barrier: The Bulb project” in Proceedings of 

SLTU, Yogyakarta, Indonesia, 2016

■ collected with Lig_Aikuma mobile app: https://lig-aikuma.imag.fr

● (Human) French translations aligned to the speech utterances

● Language rarely written - linguists have defined a nonstandard grapheme 

form (close to language phonology) - forced alignments between speech & 

transcripts

táá ya bísí adí la kándzá lá inέ ||    notre père a une grande paillotte  

letsεngε líibhámá l' ebhóyá ||    le sol durcit pendant la saison sèche  

https://lig-aikuma.imag.fr/


Example: Qatari Arabic
• Native language of ~1m people
• Gulf Arabic (macrolanguage): 6.8m 

native speakers
• Ethnologue calls Gulf Arabic a 

distinct language: ~33% words 
unique, ~33% declined uniquely.
• Native speakers consider it a 

dialect of standard Arabic.  When 
sending text messages, use 
standard Arabic script with Qatari 
words & syntax.
• Standard Arabic ASR and TTS fail.



Example: Southern Min and Hokkien
• Southern Min (macrolanguage of 

Taiwanese, Hokkien, TeoChew): 28m 
speakers, 28th largest language in the 
world (Wikipedia)

• In Taiwan, in elementary school, two 
different writing systems are taught for 
Southern Min (Taiwanese).  In Taiwan, this 
is no longer an “unwritten language.”

• In Singapore, 1.2m people speak Hokkien,
e.g., the book “Crazy Rich Asians” by 
Kevin Kwan contains more Hokkien than 
Mandarin.  But Hokkien is not taught in 
elementary school, so most native 
speakers don’t know how to write it. 

• Native speakers pick and choose from 
Latin & Mandarin orthographies and/or 
make up spellings for
• Person and Place names
• Aphorisms in movie scripts and novels
• Text messages

Michelle Yeoh and Calvin Wong on the set of 
“Crazy Rich Asians.” Image credit: Calvin Wong



Speech technology for unwritten languages: 
what does it mean?

It means you can…
• Play a song
• Call a friend
• Translate
• Send a text message
• Order a cat groomer
…using your own dialect, without 
having to switch to the majority 
dialect, even if your dialect is not 
mutually intelligible with the most 
similar written language.
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Chat Alphabets



speech2chat: generating text messages in a 
chat alphabet

Hey, 
konshuumatsu
nanika shiyou,
jazz arushi, 
luciferde



ICASSP 2011:

Ask native speakers to 
transcribe audio using chat 
alphabet.

Why?

Allows transcription of 
Egyptian dialect words & 
syntactic forms that have no 
standard written form.



An even noisier proxy for chat alphabet transcripts: 
mismatched (non-native) transcripts
(http://www.isle.illinois.edu/sst/data/sbs_transcripts/index.html)

http://www.isle.illinois.edu/sst/data/sbs_transcripts/index.html
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/ǀ/
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/ɓ/





A Trained Model 
of Non-Native 
Speech 
Perception: 
Unigram 
Statistics
(Hindi→English)

Jyothi & Hasegawa-Johnson, AAAI 2015



Probabilistic Transcript
Several different mismatched transcripts are time-aligned, then converted to 

a “Probabilistic Transcript” (a probability mass function over the set of 
possible transcriptions).



ASR Trained Using Probabilistic Transcripts
• Native speaker of under-resourced language (e.g., Georgian) records some audio
• Non-speaker of under-resourced language (Georgian, Hokkien, etc.) transcribes it
• Machine converts this to a “probabilistic transcription” (a lattice), then trains an ASR

Native Speaker 
(LX) 

Nonnative 
Transcriber 

(LY) 

Mismatched 
Channel 

ʲʨˀʨ ʨʸ ʭʰ˂ʰ 
(target language-LX) 

X   
 

Matched Georgian 
transcription 

ei mai shao te 
(source language-LY) 

Y   
 

Mismatched Mandarin 
transcription 

Initial Target 
Language (LX) 

Acoustic Model 

Adapted Target 
Language (LX) 

Acoustic Model 
 

෨ܺ          
Probabilistic 
Transcription 

(PT) PT Adaptation 

S 
 

Audio (LX) 
 

Training 
Limited target language (LX) 

training data 
 

Audio + matched  transcription 
 



PT-Adapted ASR has lower error rate than (1) cross-
language ASR, (2) human transcribers

Training Hungarian Mandarin Swahili
Cross-Language 

GMM

67 (%) 69 65

Cross-Language 

DNN

64 61 60

PT-Adapted GMM 58 57 49

PT-Adapted DNN 58 53 49

Humans 64 (%) 71 48

Phone error rates (lower is better):

Black=ASR error rate, Red=human error rate
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inferring the phones of Hokkien
by clustering Mandarin & English mismatched transcripts
(Wenda Chen et al., Interspeech 2017)

Cluster Learning
• English-speaker transcriptions and 

Mandarin-speaker transcriptions 
are time-aligned.

• Alignment edges are clustered to 
defined “phone set” of the under-
resourced language.

• Cluster Learning: DNN is trained to 
output these cluster symbols.



Cluster Re-Training
DNNs are pre-trained in English and 
Mandarin, then a new softmax
output layer is trained to combine 
them, in order to estimate phone 
probabilities in the under-resourced 
language.

inferring the phones of Hokkien
by clustering Mandarin & English mismatched transcripts
(Wenda Chen et al., Interspeech 2017)



Algorithm Vietnamese Hokkien
DNN trained on 40 hours of English 84% 83%
DNN trained on 40 hours of Mandarin 78% 73%
GMM, MAP-adapted to a Probabilistic 
Transcription from Mismatched 
Crowdsourcing

77% 73%

Multilingual DNN, re-trained using unlabeled 
data in the target language

73% 67%

Cluster Learning 67%
Cluster Re-Training 70% 67%

Phone error rates (lower is better)

inferring the phones of Hokkien
by clustering Mandarin & English mismatched transcripts
(Wenda Chen et al., Interspeech 2017)



inferring lexical tones from non-native 
transcription
1. Collect confusion matrix, ! "#$ "%&

• "#$ = j’th lexical tone in language L, e.g., "'( = Mandarin tone 1
• "%& = i’th lexical tone in language K, e.g., "*+ = Cantonese tone 3

2. Model the confusion matrix using multi-dimensional scaling: find 
two-dimensional vectors ,#$ so that

! "#$ "%& ≈ ./ 012/034



inferring lexical tones from non-native 
transcription: DATA
Mismatched crowdsourcing

(Wenda Chen et al., Procedia Computer Science 2016)

• Vietnamese, Cantonese speech
• Vietnamese, Cantonese, Mandarin listeners, using their own tone numbers

Non-speakers trained to use the correct labels
(Nancy Chen et al., not-yet-published data)

• Cantonese speech
• Cantonese, Mandarin, Vietnamese, Japanese, American, French listeners



Cantonese tones

Level

Rising

Low High



All tones, all listeners grouped together

Dipping tones – v3

Mandarin & Vietnamese
Low rising tones

Level tones – c3

Cantonese mid tones
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The 
img2txt 
task

(a.k.a.
image
captioning)



image2speech = img2txt + text2speech - text

• If there is no writing system, then speech is the only communication tool, but:

Must one speak in the majority dialect to be understood by one’s cell phone?

• Task Definition: Can we develop speech technology in a dialect that is almost never 
written down in any standardized text format?

Definition: An image2speech algorithm is an algorithm that observes an image, and 
generates a spoken description of the image, without requiring that the language of 
the description has any standardized text format.



Datasets: flickr8k (American English, Natural)
• Crowd workers on Mechanical Turk recorded the texts of flickr8k.
• 40k spoken captions are available online:

• https://groups.csail.mit.edu/sls/downloads/
• D. Harwath and J. Glass, “Deep multimodal semantic embeddings for speech 

and images” in IEEE ASRU, Scottsdale, Arizona, USA, December 2015

-A brown and white dog is running through the snow
-A dog is running in the snow
-A dog running through snow
-A white and brown dog is running through a snow covered field
-The white and brown dog is running over the surface of the snow

https://groups.csail.mit.edu/sls/downloads/


Datasets: SpeechCOCO (UK English, Synthetic) 
• Augmentation of MSCOCO with (Voxygen) TTS Speech

• W. Havard, L. Besacier & O. Rosec, “SPEECH-COCO: 600k Visually Grounded 
Spoken Captions Aligned to MSCOCO”, GLU Workshop of Interspeech, 
Stockholm, Sweden, 2017

• https://persyval-platform.imag.fr/perscido/web/DS80/detaildataset
• Disfluencies and speed perturbation to add variability
• WAV paired with JSON containing timecode of each 

word/syllable/phoneme

+
A plate with a 
burger that is 
halfway eaten.

https://persyval-platform.imag.fr/perscido/web/DS80/detaildataset


image2speech
system
components

Image Representation = 
VGG16

Machine Translation = 
XNMT

Speech Synthesis = 
ClusterGen



image2speech system components
• Image Representation: 

• Very large scale convolutional neural net VGG16, invented by Simonyan & Zisserman, 
I used the code published by Frossard (VGG16)

• Machine Translation:   
• Convert image vectors into phone-like speech segments using a sequence-to-

sequence neural machine translator with attention, implemented using XNMT 
(Neubig et al.)

• Speech Synthesis: 
• Audio training data are segmented using Kaldi with whatever phone-like units are 

available
• ClusterGen learns to map phone symbols to MFCC frames using a random forest 

(Black)



Image Representation: CNNFEAT "⃗#$
• ImageNet = >500 images/noun of 

each of the nouns in WordNet. 
• VGG = 13-layer CNN + 2-layer FCN, 

trained on 14m images, covering 
the 1000 most numerous nouns, 
92.7% top-5 test accuracy.

• CNNFEAT: 196 feature 
vectors/image, 512d/vector, 
from the last CNN layer. Each 
receptive field covers about 
40x40 pixels in the original 
224x224 image.

Figure copied without permission from Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014.

http://www.image-net.org/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.1556


• Input Representation: 196 vectors/image
• Encoder: PyramidalLSTM with one 128d 

state vector.  Sequence is row-wise raster 
scan of the image.

• Attention: StandardAttender, 128d input, 
128d state vector, N hidden nodes

• Decoder: MlpSoftmaxDecoder, 3 layers, 
1024d hidden vectors

• Output Representation: synthetic phones 
(MSCOCO), force-aligned phones (flickr8k), 
or acoustic unit discoveries (both)

Figure copied without permission from Duong, Anastasopoulos, Chiang, Bird & 
Cohn, NAACL-HLT 2016.

Machine Translation: images to phones



• Input Representation: phone + 
context, context includes +/- 2 
phones
• Regression: random forest is trained 

to generate MFCC+d+dd vectors 
from phone-context input vectors, 
using force-aligned audio corpus.
• Output: spectrogram is converted to 

audio using Griffin-Lim algorithm.

Speech Synthesis: phones to speech

sil ey w ay t

1

2

3 4

5

6



flickr8K:
American phones

• Reference 1: “The boy +um+ laying face down on 
a skateboard is being pushed along the ground 
by +laugh+ another boy.” 

• Reference 2: “Two girls +um+ play on a 
skateboard +breath+ in a court +laugh+ yard.”

• Hypothesis (128d attender): SIL +BREATH+ SIL T 
UW M EH N AA R R AY D IX NG AX R EH D AE N W 
AY T SIL R EY S SIL

• Hypothesis (64d attender): SIL +BREATH+ SIL T 
UW W IH M AX N W AO K IX NG AA N AX S T R IY 
T SIL

• Reference 1: “A boy +laugh+ in a blue top 
+laugh+ is jumping off some rocks in the woods.”

• Reference 2: “A boy +um+ jumps off a tan rock.”
• Hypothesis (128d attender): SIL +BREATH+ SIL EY 

M AE N IH Z JH AH M P IX NG IH N DH AX F AO R 
EH S T SIL

• Hypothesis (64d attender): SIL +BREATH+ SIL EY Y 
AH NG B OY W EY R IX NG AX B L UW SH ER T SIL 
IH Z R AY D IX NG AX HH IH L SIL

Images and Reference Texts: Hodosh, Young & Hockenmaier, 2013.  
Natural Waveforms: Harwath and Glass, 2015



MSCOCO: 
British phones

l Reference 1: “A group of men enjoying the 
beach, standing in the waves or surfing.” 

l Reference 2: “A group of people standing on a 
beach next to the ocean.”

l Hypothesis (64d attender): # @ g r uu p @ v p ii 
p l= s t a n d i ng o n @ b ii ch # #

l Reference 1: “A, a black and white photo of a 
fire hydrant near a building.”

l Reference 2: “Aa, a fire hydrant that is out next 
to a house.”

l Hypothesis (64d attender): # @ p @@ s n= w oo 
k i ng @ t @ m e d^ l= d au n @ n d @ r e d f ai r 
h ai d r @ n t # #

Images and Reference 
Texts: MSCOCO



Numbers
Dataset Phone Set Dev BLEU

(↑ better)
Dev UER
(↓ better)

Test BLEU
(↑ better)

Test PER
(↓ better)

Flickr8k Words 4.7 91.3 3.7 130

Flickr8k American (L1) phones 13.7 87.9 13.7 84.9*
Flickr8k Dutch (L2) phones 5.4 115 6.1 101

MSCOCO 8k Words 4.8 5.5 88.5

MSCOCO 8k British (L1) phones 15.1 16.3 78.8*
MSCOCO 8k Unsupervised phones 2.2 1.4 123

BLEU = N-gram matching score of the generated phone string
PER = phone error rate of the generated phone string

* = better than chance



flickr8K:
Dutch phones

l Human Reference: “The boy laying face down 
on a skateboard is being pushed along the 
ground by another boy.” 

l ASR Reference, Dutch phones: D EH M OW Y L 
AA AX N S EH L AX AX N S T EY K AX HH EY R AX 
N S W EY NG K AX Z AO L D EH R AA AA N W R 
AX N HH EH R AX N OW YD EH M OW Y

l Image2speech Hypothesis, Dutch phones: AA N 
M EY N AX N S L AA N S AA N AX N S AA L AX N S 
AA N AX N S AA L AX N S AA L AX N

l Human Reference: “A boy in a blue top is 
jumping off some rocks in the woods.”

l ASR Reference, Dutch phones: AX Z L AX N AA N 
AX N S K EY R M AO R K K L AA S S R W AA R

l Image2speech Hypothesis, Dutch phones: AA N 
M EY N IH N AX N W AA R AX N S T EH N IH NG 
AX N S T EH R AX N S T EH N S T EH N S T EH N S 
T EH N S T EH N S T EH N S T EH N S T EH N S T 
EH N S T EH N S T EH N S T EH N D AX N



MSCOCO: 
unsupervised phones

l Human Reference, Words: “A large balloon 
shaped to look like a giant vase with a flower.” 

l ASR Reference, Unsupervised phones: a83 a6 
a79 a68 a20 a66 a17 a42 a13 a0 a68 a62 a90 
a69 a90 a55 a70 a52 a22 a79 a41 a2 a99 a26 a9 
a97 a62 a41 a8 a0 a29 a39 a33 a50 a58 a99 a85 
a60 a74 a78 a83 a37 a2 a55 a77 a20 a98 a38 
a43 a98 a62 a34 a62 a70 a26 a97 a74 a20 a12 
a51 a59 a56 a96 a6 a79 a65 a41 a66 a48 a87 a5 
a65 a1 a9 a97 a31 a24 a14 a79 a68 a96 a19 a84 
a14 a35 a19 a24 a49 a24 a89 a43 a7 a3 a4 a49 
a24 a89 a5 a7 a71 a48 a87 a49 a39 a68 a1 a50 
a89 a75 a72 a61 a17 a4 a31 a7 a79 a24 a35 a73 
a91

l Image2speech Hypothesis, Unsupervised 
phones: a74 a23 a97 a27 a51 a59 a56 a37 a89 
a74 a48 a59 a56 a37 a0 a97 a12 a62 a70 a26 
a90 a64 a33 a26 a12 a62 a70 a26 a54 a83 a90 
a69 a32 a22 a6 a90 a58 a77 a29 a78 a84 a26 
a20 a66 a50 a99 a51 a59 a56Images and Reference Texts: MSCOCO



Speech Technology for Unwritten Languages
• speech-to-X and X-to-speech: apps with no writing

• speech-to-chat: generate a transcription in a language with no standard orthography, 
using chat alphabet

• Non-native (mismatched) transcription: makes sense if all humans have the same organs 
of production and perception

• Infer phones & tones in the unwritten language using two annotation languages

• image2speech = img2txt + text-to-speech - text  

• Works well (not perfectly) if the speech data can be force-aligned using a same-language ASR. Using a 
different-language ASR (e.g., Dutch) or a completely unsupervised ASR (acoustic unit discovery) does 
not (yet?) work well.


